
Bramley Village

Extreme Speeds Other speeding areas



AutoSpeedWatch
Automatically records 
speeding vehicles as an aid 
to Community Speed Watch 
(CSW) schemes 

• Automatically captures 
speeders during daylight 
hours

• It is NOT an enforcement 
camera



It’s official, privacy law was not intended to protect law breakers

• Following a challenge from a body in Stroud, the Surveillance Camera 
Commissioner, a Home Office appointed watchdog, has declared the use 
of ANPR for tracking speeding motorists ethical and legitimate. 

• The assessment by the Surveillance Camera Commissioner looked at 
surveillance camera systems in the context of the Protection of Freedoms 
Act 2012. It found that number plates did not have any personal 
information attached to them until translated by either the DVLA or the 
Police National Computer. 

• The key issue is that ASW provides the same raw information as a 
traditional Speedwatch group standing by the side of the road with a 
‘radar gun’, but the data is automatically recorded and organised to 
be more useful. 



AutoSpeedWatch Installation at Beech



Cost Breakdown – For 3 years operation
Unit Cost (£) Qty Total (£) Notes

Highways Licence (Section 50)* 454 1 454.00 *only one type of license required 
not both

Highways Consent Licence* 149 1 149.00 *only one type of license required 
not both

Mounting Poles* (Ground work) 589 1 589.00 *Estimate

Roadside unit  (Inc 1 year data, Version 2 units) 549 1 549.00

Solar Panel for roadside unit 93.25 1 93.25

Signs (Standard) 7.4 10 74.00

Sign clips 3.2 4 12.80

Sun glare shield for camera 7.45 1 7.45

Sign fixing adaptor 5.60 1 5.60

Contingency 1 600.00

Sub Total £ 2,385.10 Assumes Section 50 Licence

Data additional year (years 2 & 3) 189 2 378.00 * Cost incurred after year 1 and 2 

Total £2,763.10 Ex Vat



Cost Alternative – For 3 years operation
Unit Cost (£) Qty Total (£) Notes

First Year Cost incl contingency £ 2,080.10 * Consent Licence

Data additional year (years 2 & 3) 189 2 378.00 * Cost incurred after year 1 and 2 

Total £2,458.10 Ex Vat



Conclusions
• The SID data indicates that The Street, around the village hall is currently where most and highest 

incidents of speeding occur. Several cases of  80 mph have been recently recorded.
• After surveying The Street (10th December - Bright sunlight 13:00) it is apparent that it is not 

currently possible to install average cameras (ideal solution). Each camera requires 40m either 
side, the road straight or on a slightly right hand bend, and in sun for solar charging (winter and 
summer). The only places that meet this criteria, along The Street, are by the Village Hall (East 
Bound) and Football Ground (West Bound).  
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